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Abstract: In the energy-intensive sector, energy consumption has gained great attention, because of the 
increasing of energy costs and environmental implications. The optimization of production scheduling in these 
firms becomes a strategic key in the energy costs reduction. This study focuses on the scheduling optimization 
of an inflexible system consisting of a two-machine flow-shop without any buffer in between. An algorithm 
for addressing the no-wait/blocking constrained problem is introduced with the aim of minimizing the total 
energy cost of the system. The proposed algorithm is applied to a real industrial case and the main results are 
shown. 
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1. Introduction 

In the last years, the improvement in the energy 
intensity of the global economy, a trend bolstered 
by gains in energy efficiency, as well as the 
expanded use of cleaner energy sources worldwide 
has stalled energy-related CO2 emissions in 2015 
[International Energy Agency, 2008].However, this 
is not nearly enough to limit warming to less than 
2 °C. With regard to efficiency, in the industrial 
sector alone, additional cumulative investment of 
around $300 billion could reduce 2040 global 
electricity demand by about 5% and avoid $450 
billion in investment in power generation 
[International Energy Agency, 2008]. Therefore, 
the rationalization of energy consumption is an 
effective method of CO2 reduction. The energy 
consumption in manufacturing facilities can be 
reduced by either using more efficient technologies 
and equipment, and/or through improved 
monitoring and control of energy used in 
infrastructure and technical services [Seow and 
Rahimifard, 2011]. In this context, the monitoring 
and control of energy used could be improved by 
adopting scheduling optimization methods. A 
fortiori, in the energy-intensive sector, energy costs 
have naturally gained great attention. The present 
work is focused on the definition of new 
scheduling procedures that considers explicitly 
energy costs and models the typical production 
flow of energy intensive firms. In particular, the 
industrial system considered in this work is a flow-
shop, composed by two machines and the latter is 
considered to be always the system bottleneck. 
Both machines work, for simplicity, with batches 
equal to one. No intermediate buffers exist 
between the two machines, so that once jobs are 
concluded on the first machine, they may: 

1. flow directly to the second machine, i.e. a no-
wait constraint arises, or  

2. be blocked in the first machine (blocking 
constraint), waiting for the second machine 
availability. 

The developed model minimizes total energy cost 
of the system based on energy states of machines 

involved in the flow-shop. Each energy state is 
related to a power level and a time interval, thus 
defining the energy use of the machine. 
As shown in Zanoni et al. (2018), a possible 
classification of the energy states is proposed 
hereafter. 

• The Off state: the machine is off. If all auxiliary 
tools are turned off, energy costs are zero. The 
machine will require intensive quantity of 
energy when turned on (setup), so energy costs 
to switch on the machine will be applied. 

• The Idle state: the machine is turned on, together 
with all its auxiliary tools, but the machine does 
not produce, being empty. The energy costs are 
related to auxiliary tools and machine condition 
as ready-to-work. 

• The Holding state: the machine does not produce, 
but the item just finished has not yet been 
released (e.g., work in progress kept at a given 
temperature, waiting for another process). The 
energy costs are related to the energy needed to 
maintain the specified conditions. 

• The Production state: the machine is engaged by a 
manufacturing activity. 

• The Switch-on state: the machine is switched-on 
and is attending to its ramp-up phase (power 
level increases from zero to the peak level in a 
limited time interval). 

Each state is described by a power level that 
contributes to fix the energy use during the state 
itself. Considering the power levels, the following 
relationship holds: 
PSwitch-on >> PProduction > PHolding > PIdle.  
The purpose of this work is to minimize total 
energy cost, by optimizing production rate and 
cycle time. The total energy cost is computed on 
the basis of the different machine energy states 
(and power level). The production process is 
considered to be cyclic: once a cycle is completed, 
the next one starts immediately. 
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Figure 1: A graphical representation of power 

levels associated to different energy states. 
 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 provides the literature review, Section 3 
introduces the problem description, including 
notation and assumptions, Section 4 presents the 
general cost model, while solution methodology 
and numerical analysis are described in Section 5 
and Section 6, respectively. Finally, conclusions 
and future research developments are summarized 
in Section 7. 

2. Literature review 

Energy saving in production is of great significance 
for energy-intensive companies, which are daily 
involved in cost reduction and improving 
competitiveness. Biel and Glock (2016) provide a 
review of the state-of-the-art of decision support 
models that integrate energy aspects into mid-term 
and short-term production planning of 
manufacturing companies. Their work first 
highlights the increasing importance of energy 
consumption in manufacturing and shows how 
considering energy consumption in production 
planning can contribute to more energy-efficient 
production processes. Energy cost accounts for a 
large proportion of the total cost in the energy-
intensive sectors, e.g. iron and steel production 
industry. 
Most studies in steelmaking processes assume the 
production process as a two-machine (or three-
machine) flow-shop with no intermediate buffers 
between machines (Missbauer et al. 2009,). These 
considerations motivated the present study. 
Considering a two-machine flow-shop with no 
intermediate buffers, Abadi et al. (2000) define the 
no-wait constraint as the situation arising when jobs 
ending operations on the first resource cannot wait 
for the next operation on the second one, i.e. no 
intermediate time may arise between the operations 
on the two resources, but the jobs must flow from 
the first to the second resource without any 
interruption. On the other hand, Abadi et al. (2000) 
also define the blocking constraint, which occurs 
when job ending operations on the first resource 
can wait for the next operation on the second 
machine, thus giving rise to an intermediate time 
between the operations on the two resources: this 
event represents a waiting time in the job perspective 
and a holding time in the machine one. In the first 

case (no-wait constraint), the possibility of varying 
the production time (at least at the first resource) 
is a necessary condition to finding a feasible 
solution, while in the second case (blocking 
constraint) such a requirement on production 
times is not necessary. In the industrial processes, 
the no-wait or blocking environments are 
frequently determined by the production 
technology adopted: for example, in plastic 
molding and silverware production, a series of 
processes must follow each other immediately to 
prevent quality degradation or process infeasibility 
(Hall and Sriskandarajah, 1996). 
In this work, the second machine will be assumed 
to be the bottleneck of the system and, therefore, 
only a blocking condition may take place. This is a 
fairly frequent case in industry, where the second 
machine is slower than the first one. Waiting (idle) 
times are also considered in a number of works, 
but the definition of the states is not shared by all 
authors (Tang and Xuan 2006). 
A review of literature, related to the job sequencing 
in a flow-shop environment, reveals that the 
problem is usually formulated as a makespan 
minimization scheduling problem (Tang and Xuan 
2006, Shabtay et al. 2007, Gong et al. 2010); 
however, some works introduce other 
performance indices such as logistic performance 
(cost) functions and manufacturing cost (Shabtay 
and Steiner 2007, Missbauer et al. 2009), 
assignment cost and inventory holding cost (Tang 
et al. 2011), quality cost (Chen et al. 2008), or 
penalty cost for earliness/tardiness (Missbauer et 
al. 2009), penalty cost for unfilled orders for jobs 
(Tang et al. 2011), and penalty cost on waiting 
times (Gong et al. 2010). In our opinion, literature 
offers only partial solutions to the problem 
addressed in this work, which also proposes a 
detailed classification and characterization of 
machine energy states, thus addressing the issue of 
machine waiting times minimization, too. 

3. Model formulation 
3.1 Assumptions  

The two limited capacity resources in series (two-
machine flow-shop) are characterized by controllable 
production rates, i.e. p1 related to M1, and p2 related 
to M2. The lower bounds for both p1 and p2 
correspond, while the upper bound for p1 is greater 
than the upper bound for p2: in fact M2 is the 
system bottleneck. No intermediate buffer is allowed 
between the two resources. Demand D is 
deterministic and constant over time. By its value 
and the relationship with the cycle time T value, 
demand rate can be computed as d = D/T. A 
Holding state could arise on the first machine when 
the job is blocked (blocking constraint) on the first 
machine for a time interval (Holding time) 
depending on the differences between M2 and M1 
production times; when the no-wait constraint is 
considered, the job is forced to leave M1 
immediately after its manufacturing operations 
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end, so that both machines must assume the same 
production rate values. The considered batch size 
is one unit on both resources, and D units are 
produced during the whole cycle time T, while time 
horizon is considered to be infinite, so that the 
cycle time is repeated in a cyclical pattern. The 
cycle time starts with one unit entering M1, flows 
from M1 to M2 and finally leaves M2, always as 
one unit at a time. During the cycle time T, 
production rates on the two machines and the 
cycle time must be determined to minimize the 
total energy cost of the system. To this end, energy 
states for non-production times (i.e. Holding, Idle, 
Off and Switch-on) have to be assigned. See the 
detailed notation in Appendix A. 

4. Reverse flow stepwise approach 

In order to explain the possible energy states and 
determine the cost configurations of the system, 
the reverse flow stepwise approach is shown (Zhao 
et al., 2008) The reverse flow stepwise procedure is 
based on solving three steps for a given set of T 
values. In particular, the three steps are:  

1. evaluate the energy costs of the different 
configuration of M2,  

2. for every configuration of M2, evaluate the 
energy costs of the different configuration of 
M1, 

3. calculate the total energy costs of the 
configuration. 

However, as the cycle time T is a decision variable, 
the procedure should be repeated for different T 
values, starting from the lower bound determined 
by the lowest value of production rate p2 = d. 
Following we introduce a Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
in order to determine the optimal solution. 

Step 1: M2 analysis  

Being M2 the bottleneck of the system (i.e. p1,max 

>> p2,max), its production rate, p2, and Production 
time for a single output unit, t2,p,j, have to be 
determined at the first step.  
For each value of p2 (d £ p2 £ p2,max), the Production 
time interval for a single output unit on M2, t2,p,j, is 
determined as follows: 

 (1) 

and the total Production time for D units is D·t2,p,j. 
Figure 2.a shows the case where p2 = p2,min = d, and 

1/d = T/D = t2,p,j
max, i.e. the maximum Production 

time of a single output unit. The Production time 
necessary to produce all D output units is equal to 
D·t2,p,j

max. 

 
Figure 2: Manufacturing cycle for M2, D = 2 units: 

(a) p2 = d; (b) p2 = p2,max. 
 

Figure 2.b shows the opposite extreme situation, 
i.e. p2 = p2,max and T > D·t2,p,j

min, considering that M2 
is turned-off during its Non-production time 
interval. Therefore, an Off state time (t2,Off) arises 
after the Production time, followed by a Switch-on 
time (t2,sw). When a Non-production time occurs 
and it is larger than t2,sw, the decision is based on the 
energy costs comparison of Switch-off / Switch-on 
and Idle states alternatives. When the Non-
production time is shorter than t2,sw, it’s impossible 
to switch-off and switch-on the machine: the 
violation of this technical constraint is not allowed. 
Energy-related cost components considered for 
M2 are: 
• Production cost. For each value of the 

production rate p2, the Production cost related 
to D output units is: 

 (2) 
where the value of C2,p is a function of the 
production rate p2. 

• Non-production cost. If (T –  D·t2,p,j) ≥ t2,sw, 
during the Non-production time interval the 
machine can be kept in Idle state or switched-
off (followed by a Switch-on time). 

 (3) 
Table 1 summarizes all the possible cost 
configurations related to M2, assuming a Switch-
on time at the beginning of the infinite time 
horizon. It is relevant to highlight how assigning 
the Non-production time entirely as an Off state 
(followed by the Switch-on time) or as an Idle state, 
is always optimal (see Appendix B). 
 

Table 1: Cost configurations for M2 (*) t2,p,j here corresponds to t2,p,jmax 

Production rate 
p2 

(units/hr) 

Non-production time interval between 
manufacturing cycles 

[T – D·t2,p,j] 
(hrs) 

Production cost 
($) 

Switch-on cost 
($) 

Idle          
cost 
($) 

p2 = p2,min = d 0 C2,p·D·t2,p,j  0 0 
p2,min< p2 ≤ p2,max < t2,sw C2,p·D·t2,p,j 0 C2,i·(T- D·t2,p,j) 
p2,min< p2 ≤ p2,max ≥ t2,sw C2,p·D·t2,p,j 0 C2,i·(T- D·t2,p,j) 
p2,min< p2 ≤ p2,max ≥ t2,sw C2,p·D·t2,p,j C2,s 0 

2
,,2

1
p

t jp =

jpp tDC ,,2,2 ××

( )[ ]jpis tDTCC ,,2,2,2 ;min ×-×
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Step 2: M1 analysis 

The production rate of the first machine is larger 
than (or at least equal to) the maximum value of 
the production rate of the second machine (i.e., the 
bottleneck), i.e. p1 < p2 cases will be excluded. 
Therefore, the range of possible p1 values is 
between the p2 value and p1,max, i.e. p2 £ p1 £ p1,max. 
For each p1 value, the Production time for a single 
output unit on M1, t1,p,j, is determined as follows: 

  (4) 

and the total Production time to produce D units 
is D·t1,p,j. However, due to the fact that no 
intermediate buffer exists between the two 
machines, when p1 > p2 the first machine must hold 
the last finished item until M2 becomes available 
again. The difference between the two production 
times (t2,p,j – t1,p,j) is the Holding time of a single item 
on M1, namely t1,h,j. When p1 > p2, the Holding time 
interval during a manufacturing cycle on M1 takes 
place D times and can be computed as t1,h = D ·(t2,p,j 
– t1,p,j). 
As shown in Figure 3.a, when p1 = p2, the 
production times on both resources correspond 
(t1,p,j = t2,p,j). In Figure 3.b, p1 = p1,max, so that t1,p,j < 
t2,p,j and D·t1,p,j < D·t2,p,j. Figure 3 shows the 
configuration where during Non-production 
times, (1) M1 is switched-off, while (2) M2 is in the 
Idle state. In order to determine the solution for 
M1, it is required to (1) choose between Off or Idle 
state during Non-production time intervals, (2) 
choose the production rate value p1, taking into 
account that when p1 > p2 an Holding state arises on 
M1: in this case the two decision are taken in 
succession, with the goal of minimizing energy-
related costs. So, the energy-related cost 
components considered for M1 are: 
• Non-production cost, as minimum cost 

associated to the assignment of Non-
production time as Off and subsequent Switch-
on, or as Idle state: 

 (5) 
When the Non-production time is shorter than 
Switch-on time, such a time interval must be 
set as Idle. 

 
Figure 3: The energy states on M2 are given (T = 
D·t2,p,j + t2,idle, D=3) and the energy states on M1 

have to be selected; (a) p1 = p2,  so that t1,p,j = t2,p,j, 
and (b) p1 = p1,max > p2 , so that t1,p,j < t2,p,j. 

• Holding cost: 
   (6) 

where t1,h represents the total Holding time on 
M1 during a cycle: once assigned the Non-
production time interval as Idle or Off state, the 
value of p1 that minimizes the energy cost on 
M1 is determined. When p1 > p2 and the 
Holding time arises on M1, related costs are 
considered. 

• Production cost, computed as: 
 (7) 

where C1,p is a function of the production rate 
p1. 

Table 2 presents all the possible cost 
configurations for M1. 

Step 3: total energy cost 

Finally, the total energy cost of the system is 
determined as the sum of Production, Holding and 
Non-production costs on M1 and on M2, 
considering the different cost configurations on 
the basis of production rates, Non-production 
times assignment (Off or Idle state) and Switch-on 
time constraints. 

The procedure is based on T value 
defined at the beginning of Step1 implementation: 
whenever the cycle time value is given, the 
procedure can be applied as a single run, and the 
production rates, as well as the assignment of non-
production times, are computed. However, as the 
cycle time T is a decision variable, the procedure 
should be repeated for different T values, starting 
from the lower bound determined by the lowest 
value of production rate p2 = d.  

Table 2: Cost configurations for M1 (non-production time intervals between two subsequent cycles). 

Production    rate 
p1 

(units/hr) 

Non-production time interval 
between manufacturing cycles 

 [T – D·t2,p,j]   
(hrs) 

Production cost 
($) 

Switch-on cost 
($) 

 
 

Holding cost 
($) 

Idle               
cost 
($) 

p1= p2 = p = d 0 C1,p·D·t1,p,j   0 0 0 
p1 > p2 < t1,sw  C1,p·D·t1,p,j 0  C1,i·(T-D·t1,p,j-t1,h) 

p1 > p2 ≥ t1,sw C1,p·D·t1,p,j 0  C1,i·(T-D·t1,p,j-t1,h) 

p1 > p2 ≥ t1,sw C1,p·D·t1,p,j C1,s  0 

1
,,1

1
p

t jp =

( )[ ]hjpis ttDTCC ,1,,1,1,1 ;min -×-×

hh tC ,1,1 ×

jpp tDC ,,1,1 ××

hh tC ,1,1 ×

hh tC ,1,1 ×

hh tC ,1,1 ×
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5. Solution methodology 

To achieve the goal of a minimum energy total 
cost, it is necessary to determine the manufacturing 
cycle time T, the related production rates p1 and p2 
and the appropriate assignment of Non-
production time intervals of the machines. 
However, a procedure considering the total 
enumeration of solutions (as Reverse Flow 
Stepwise Approach explained before) and a 
subsequent evaluation is not applicable, as all 
decision variables (T, p1, p2) can assume values in 
very large range. The number of solutions given a 
value of D is (NT · Np2 · Np1) where: 

• NT is T range size; 
• Np2 is p2 range size; 
• Np1 is p1 range size. 

In order to overcome this difficulty, the use of a 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is proposed, and a 
numerical analysis is carried out.  

5.1 Genetic algorithm 
GAs are iterative probabilistic, general purpose, 
blind search algorithms, that combine direct and 
random search. After a certain number of 
generations, the algorithm converges to a solution 
which will be reasonably close to the optimum. See 
Resende and de Sousa (2004) for details. 
Considering our two-machine flow-shop problem, 
a GA has been developed in order to find the 
optimal values of T, p1 and p2, given the value of D; 
the objective function is expressed as the sum of 
presented cost components for the two machines. 
As GA efficiency highly depends on the selection 
of some “control parameters” values, such as 
population size, elite count, crossover fraction and 
mutation probability. 
In order to define the right set of GA parameters, 
a basic instance of the problem is solved by using 
the exhaustive methods. Different control 
parameters sets are considered, and related 
performance, in terms of effectiveness (i.e. optimal 

total energy cost value) and efficiency (CPU time) 
are measured and reported in table 3. With set #1 
the GA find the optimal solution (GA run on a 
2.2GHz, 16MB RAM, IntelCore i7 processor). 

6. Numerical analysis 

The GA proposed has been applied to define 
optimal values of production rates and cycle time, 
in order to minimize the total energy cost of a real 
system. 
Demand value D is varied between 1 and 500 units 
considering all integer values. In each instance, the 
demand value is fixed while the cycle time, T, as 
well as production rates, p1 and p2, are computed. 
The production cost rates for the two resources are 
modeled as functions of the production rates, 
according to the following relationship: 

 

 (8) 
 

for the i-th machine (i = 1, 2). 
The value of li characterizes the i-th machine size 
and the related energy costs, while ai, βi, and γi 
define the specific energy consumption of the 
machine. Eq. (8) (where ai, and  γi are > 0, while βi 

< 0) is taken from Jaber et al. 2013, which also 
quotes Bogaschewsky (1995). Relevant cost and 
other parameters are summarized in Table 4. 

6.1 Summary of results 
The numerical analysis aims at answering to the 
following questions: 

1. Which are the optimal values of T, p1 and p2? 
2. Do p1 and p2 vary, when changing (i.e. 

increasing) the demand rate?  
3. Does the demand rate influence the assignment 

of Non-production times to the machines? 
For a given demand rate (i.e. D and T assigned), 
which are the production rate on the two 
machines? Do they assume the same value 
(avoiding Holding states on M1) or different 
ones?  

  

Table 3: GA control parameters values. 
Parameter Value(set #1) Value(set #2) Value(set #3) Value (set #4) 

Population size 20 40 20 20 

Elite count 1 1 1 1 
Crossover fraction 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.8 

Mutation probability 1% (uniform) 1% (uniform) 1% (uniform) 5% (uniform) 
Mean CPU time difference to solve 

single instance, with respect to set#1 (%) 0% 115% -29% -25% 

%TC gap with respect to TC determined 
by set#1 0% 3.73% 1.53% 0.84% 

Table 4: Costs of the system. 
Cost Value 

Energy 0.16 €/kWh 
Switch-on cost (on M1 and M2, respectively) 1.45, 11.65 € 
Holding cost rate (on M1) 0.15 €/hr 
Idle cost rate (on M1 and M2, respectively) 0.06, 0.50 €/hr 
l1, l2 0.038, 0.050 

 

a1, a2 1.5 
 

β1, β2 -60 
 

γ1, γ2 1000 
 

( )iiiiiipi ppC gbal +×+××= 2
,
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Numerical analysis carried out in order to answer 
to the first question, provide means to the second 
question, too. In fact, for all considered demand 
values, cycle time and production rates values have 
been determined. The main finding is that, with 
respect to the chosen GA control parameters set 
values, two possible combinations of production 
rates values can be adopted in order to minimize 
total energy cost: (1) p1 = p2 = 26 unit/hr and (2) p1 

= 25 unit/hr and p2 = 22 unit/hr. It has been 
observed that for increasing values of demand rate, 
the combination adopted changes. As in Figure 4, 
the total energy cost of the system (TC) decreases 
while decreasing demand D values. Such results are 
not unexpected: in fact, fixing the cycle time T, the 
need for less output units leads to production cost 
decrease; moreover, as Non-production times 
assigned are Off, Idle and Holding states, the total 
energy cost must decrease as demand decreases, 
too. 
Main findings may be summarized as follows: 

1. Given a fixed T, demand rate as well as 
production rates determine the assignment of 
Non-production times (Idle or Off) on both 
machines. 

2. Optimal solution (the one minimizing total 
energy cost of the system) may include Holding 
times. 

3. Increasing demand (i.e. when the cycle time is 
fixed) correspond to increasing values of TC. 

4. It could exist a cycle time value for which 
different values of production rates are 
determined for different values of demand; 
these differences in the production rates could 
also determine a different assignment of Non-
production times, and “change” points are 
observed. 

5. When cycle time is included in the model as a 
decision variable, it corresponds to its lower 
bound, so that non-production cost is avoided. 

As in Figure 4, the total energy cost related to 
the minimum value of cycle time is always 
lower than the total energy cost computed for 
any other fixed value of cycle time. 

 
Figure 4: Trends for the total energy cost of the 
two machines as functions of the Demand (D), 

when T = 24 hrs. 

6.2 Industrial case study 

The developed model was applied to an industrial 
plant, consisting of two electroplating tanks, 
deployed in series, without intermediate buffers. 
Parameters values are listed in Table 5, while Table 
6 presents the case study results. The model helps 
decision maker when choosing the right values of 
production rates when demand rate decreases 
dramatically, from 40 units/day (1 day = 24 hours) 
to 20 units/day. As in Table 7, a dramatic decrease 
of demand leads to a great change in the 
production management policy of the company. 
High demand values (D = 40) do not justify a 
Switch-on cost, while lower demand (D = 20) 
makes Non-production times larger and it makes 
economically convenient the Idle state; moreover, 
such new assignment of Non-production times 
determines different production rates for the 
minimization of the total energy cost of the system.

Table 5: Parameters values for the industrial case study. 
Description Value 

Demand, D 40; 20 units 
Cycle time, T 24 hours 
Energy 0.16 €/kWh 
Switch-on cost (on M1 and M2, respectively) 5.8368, 11.6736 € 
Holding cost rate (on M1) 0.2554 €/hr 
Idle cost rate (on M1 and M2, respectively) 0.1277, 0.2554 €/hr 
l1, l2 0.038, 0.050 - 
a1, a2 1.5 - 
β1, β2 -60 - 
γ1, γ2 1000 - 

 
 

 

Table 6: Results for the industrial case study. 

D p1 p2 T TC 

Non-production time 
between cycles 

Intermediate  
Non-production time 

Assignment 
on M1 

Assignment 
on M2 Assignment on M1 as Holding time 

40 25 22 24 15.0776 Idle Idle 0.2182 
20 26 26 24 14.2475 Off Off - 
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7. Conclusions and future 
developments 

This study introduces a model for addressing the 
no-wait/blocking constrained problem for a two-
machine flow-shop environment with the aim of 
minimizing total energy cost of the system. First, 
the relationship between energy intensive 
production processes (e.g. steelmaking) and flow-
shop with no intermediate buffers systems is 
addressed, considering both no-wait and blocking 
constrained problems, as well as controllable processing 
times issue. Specific definitions of production and 
non-production states are presented: such 
definitions are based on the energy consumption 
levels and on the characterization of waiting times 
of machines involved in the system. In order to 
obtain results for the considered flow-shop model, 
a GA is proposed. A numerical analysis showed the 
effectiveness of the GA proposed and the results 
obtained address that intermediate solutions (i.e. 
combinations of Off and Idle times), are never 
selected as optimal solutions. Holding times may 
arise on M1 when its production rate value exceeds 
the M2 one, so that the model allows a non value-
added time interval (Holding time) to minimize 
total costs. Future research will consider 
production systems with more than two machines 
(i.e. flow shop system with three machines) and 
batch size greater than one. 
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Appendix A 
Following is reported the notation 
Parameters 
D Demand (units). 
Ci,p Production unit cost at i-th resource 

($/hr) with i = 1, 2. 
C1,h Holding unit cost at first resource ($/hr). 
Ci,i Idle unit cost at i-th resource ($/hr) with 

i = 1, 2. 
Ci,s Switch-on cost at i-th resource ($) with i 

= 1, 2. 
ti,sw Switch-on time at i-th resource (hrs) with 

i=1, 2. 
pi,min Minimum production rate at i-th resource 

(units/hr) with i = 1, 2. 
pi,max Maximum production rate at i-th 

resource (units/hr) with i = 1, 2. 
 

Decision variables 
p1 Production rate of the first resource 

(units/hr): p2 £ p1 £ p1,max (derived variable: 
Production time per unit on the first 
machine, t1,p,j = 1/p1). 

p2 Production rate of the second resource 
(units/hr): d £ p2 £ p2,max (derived variable: 
Production time per unit on the second 
machine, t2,p,j = 1/p2). 

T Cycle time (hrs) (derived variable: d 
demand rate (units/hrs) = D/T). 

 

Other derived variables 
t1,h,j Holding time interval on first resource for 

each unit j (hrs) (difference between 
Production times on the two resources, 
t2,p,j – t1,p,j). 

t1,i Idle time interval on first resource (hrs) 
(equal to zero when the first machine has 
been turned Off after production; 
otherwise, it depends on Production time 
on M1 plus eventual Holding time, and 
cycle time T). 

t1,off Off time interval on first resource (hrs) 
(equal to zero when the first machine is 
kept in Idle state after Production time; 
otherwise, when M1 is turned Off, equal 
to the difference between the theoretical 
value of Idle time t1,i and Switch-on time 
t1,sw). 

t2,i Idle time interval on the second resource 
(hrs) (zero when turned Off after 
Production; otherwise, its value depends 
on the values of Production time on M2 
and cycle time T). 

t2,off Off time interval on the second resource 
(hrs) (zero when kept at Idle state after 
Production time; otherwise, as machine 
M2 is turned Off, its value is the 
difference between the theoretical value 
of Idle time t2,i and Switch-on time t2,sw). 

Appendix B 

When a Non-production time between subsequent 
cycles arises, intermediate solutions involving Idle 
state and a Switch-on state are non-optimal 
solutions. Firstly, machine switch-off during the 
Non-production time is considered, so that a 
Switch-on state occurs setting the time interval t2,Off 
(= T – D·t2,p,j – t2,sw). Such a solution involves the 
following cost function: 

 (A1) 
Let a time interval ε (of the non-production time 
interval) be assigned as Idle time and (t2,Off – ε) be 
the new Off time value (the Switch-on state occurs 
also in this case, due to a certain amount of time 
assigned as Off state). The cost related to such a 
solution is: 

 (A2) 
It is clear that cost of Eq.(A2) is larger than the cost 
in Eq.(A1), due to the presence of the Idle cost 
component ε·C2,I, thus any configuration involving 
the presence of both Off (and following Switch-
on) and Idle time is not optimal. 

sjpp CtDC ,2,,2,2 +××

sijpp CCtDC ,2,2,,2,2 +×+×× e
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